“Both Feeling Threatened, American Muslims and Jews Join Hands”
This was the title of the New York Times newspaper Editorial today, December 6, 2016 by Laurie Goodstein.
“The two groups are putting aside divisions to combat a wave of Islamophobia and anti-Semitism since Donald
J. Trump's election, and to resist whatever may come next."
THIS OUTRAGEOUS BRAINWASHING is evil. It is published for an evil agenda of deceiving the American
people to believe that Trump and all who support Trump or voted for Trump are Jew haters and Muslim haters,
filled with hatred determined to punish Jews and Muslims. The hatred of Trump and his voters is the true hatred
featured in this article printed specifically to advance that hatred.
The Quran is the Muslim substitute for The Holy Bible and all Muslims must believe and follow it to be
Muslims...
Sura 98:6 "Indeed, they who disbelieved among the People of the Scripture and the polytheists will be in the
fire of Hell, abiding eternally therein. Those are the worst of creatures."
"People of the Scripture" are all those who believe in THE HOLY BIBLE", Jews and Christians. Muslims are
forbidden throughout the Quran to be friends with Jews and Christians, except to deceive them while
positioning themselves to take advantage of them.
So declaring that Muslims and Jews are "joining hands" is the most emergency set of circumstances
imaginable...this is the claim.
This article is actually a "Call to Action" by the NY Times for all citizens who don't hate, to join the Jews and
Muslims to fight against Trump "to COMBAT A WAVE...RESIST WHATEVER..." the message being "Join
us or your group could be next to be hated on."
My "group" is Christians. I have been hated on for many decades by US Federal Government filled with anti
Christian biased activist government employees who actually govern this nation by racist, secular, hate filled,
selfish, punishing agendas. I know this from decades of Ministry to Homeless, harassed every possible way.
It is these biased activist bigots at all levels of Federal Government that are screaming in protest against Trump
and his voters, while getting others like the New York Times to scream for them, in hopes of stopping the
coming wave of Trump government policies they believe will stop them from continuing their vile hatred of
Christians.
DON'T BUY THE LIES... media like the New York Times and the Nashville Tennessean have hate filled anti
Christian agendas. My "group" is their enemy in their personal culture war waged in print.
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